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Abstract

The detonation of explosives inside closed spaces, such as industrial facilities or naval vessels, is a very complex

phenomenon mainly characterised by an enhancement of internal overpressures and wave reflexions. However, the

phenomenon is relevant to the analysis of the e↵ect of accidental or intentional explosions. Examples include, for

example, oil and gas industrial facilities, where pressure waves may be generated from accidental explosions. The

resulting damage will be a↵ected by the shape and dimension of the compartment and its degree of venting plus the

position and weight of the charge. The vulnerability of small buildings, vessels, trains or airplanes remain to be better

understood particularly where the safety of passengers and operators is involved. Since the published experimental

data on confined explosions is scarce, a numerical model is created to perform a parametric analysis that can provide

engineers with guidance for the analysis of the destructive e↵ects of detonations in small compartments in transporta-

tion systems or explosions in confined industrial spaces. A thorough validation process of the numerical model, based

on published experimental data is described. Known empirical relations are compared with the results obtained and

new methods to estimate the peak pressure in the compartment are proposed. Qualitative guidance has also been

derived as a starting point to assist designers to think of solutions that enhance safety inside vehicles or buildings in

the event of intentional or accidental detonations and explosions.

Keywords: Blast wave, blast wave reflexions, confined explosions, industrial accidents, blast mitigation, finite

element analysis.

1. Introduction1

Confined explosions have been studied in the last three decades, thought not to the same extent as free air ex-2

plosions. Although extensive work has been published on the e↵ect of stand-o↵ free-air explosions, mainly on civil3
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infrastructures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], significantly fewer publications are available on explosions inside closed spaces such4

as tunnels, buildings, aircraft structures and vessels. The main reason for this resides on the added complexity of the5

analysis, making the blast environment very di�cult to describe. Nonetheless, understanding confined explosions is6

highly relevant as the energy concentration in these cases is typically much higher than on a free air blast [7]. As an7

example, most o↵shore infrastructures do not incorporate specific explosion damage and loss prevention measures in8

their design, and explosions, either accidental or intentional, may occur. Analytical and numerical tools will help in9

the evaluation of the threat and the vulnerability of some of those vessels.10

In confined explosions, depending on the degree of venting, the early time-blast phenomena will be similar to a11

free air spherical or hemispherical burst. However, gaseous products will remain trapped in the closed space and the12

shock wave will be reflected from the boundaries of the compartment until the energy of the explosion is dissipated13

into heat. Reflected waves will propagate and interact with other surfaces generating more reflected waves. After14

a peak overpressure the high pressure and temperature gases will expand throughout the space in a more lengthy15

process. This is known as the gas pressure phase, where pressure will decay to ambient pressure as the gases cool16

down or leakages occur [8]. The initial pressure peak will be followed by a series of lower pressure reflections and17

the average pressure curve will decay towards the initial ambient pressure.18

The equivalent TNT charge mass, the volume of the room Vi, the internal exposed area Aw, the ambient pressure19

Pa and the vented area Ai, if it exists, are the main parameters that a↵ect the resulting internal pressure. The volume20

plays an important role as the confinement will cause an increase in pressure which in turn will increase the rate21

of the combustion causing an increase in temperature and again an increase in pressure, and so on until the peak22

overpressure for internal blast is reached. however, other parameters are the geometry of the compartment and the23

location of the explosive. This makes empirical predictions very di�cult due to the lack of suitable empirical models24

contemplating so many combinations of di↵erent parameters. Excluding experiments, which are unpractical for design25

purposes, numerical methods are the most appropriate tool for these problems as long as validation of the methods26

and models can be ensured. Lagrangian methods that use empirical blast curves based on experimental data [9] are27

not appropriate in confined spaces as these methods cannot model reflections. To allow for a complete modelling of28

incident and reflected waves travelling along the full length of the compartment the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian29

(ALE) method is more adequate. This study shows that this can be a useful approach to the analysis of the e↵ects of30

the detonation of high explosives (HE) inside closed structures.31
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2. Confined explosions32

Structures exposed to a blast from the detonation of the same mass of explosive at the same stand-o↵ distance33

will experience di↵erent loads depending on the degree of the confinement of the surrounding space. The degree34

of venting of the compartment ranges from fully vented to unvented as shown in Figure 1, reproduced from the US35

Armed Forces jointly edited manual [10], which presents abacuses and curves for engineering calculations on blast36

loadings on confined structures.37

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the degree of venting of the blast from an explosion inside a compartment: (a) fully vented; (b) partially
vented; (c) fully confined [10].

The pressure-time curve at a point near an explosion follows a Friedlander type curve, as shown in Figure 2. The

positive duration of the curve will be longer in a confined explosion. In a fully confined blast the curve will tend

asymptotically to a final equilibrium pressure higher than P0. Consequently, the resulting impulse is, which is the area

under the pressure-time curve, that is,

is =

Z ta+td

ta
P(t)dt (1)

may be higher than that of a free-air burst, therefore imparting a more severe loading to the structure. It follows that38

the resulting damage may be potentially higher in confined explosions. However, Kinney et al. [11] reported that the39

damaging e↵ect of a confined explosion may be less than expected due to the longer duration of the pulse, which may40

be larger than the critical response time of the structure. These authors also reported that peak overpressure is lower41

in confined unvented spaces and even lower if certain constituents are present, such as aluminium powder, which will42

be oxidised by the ambient air therefore diminishing the amount of oxygen available.43

Relevant published work on confined explosions was published mostly in the 1970s [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] although

research on the subject started earlier. Kinney et al. [11] used the following empirical relation between overpressure

�p [bar], mass W [kg] and confined volume V [m3]

�p = 13
W
V

(2)
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Figure 2: The Friedlander pressure-time curve P = P(t).

referred to have been initially proposed in 1945 at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, or, for adiabatic conditions

and unvented spaces

�p = 10�5(� � 1)
H
V

(3)

although this equation greatly simplifies the phenomenon. H [J] is the heat of combustion and � is the ideal gas ratio44

of heat capacities, usually � = 1.4 for air at room temperature. Both equations provide only rough approximations to45

real data and improvements were later obtained through consideration of thermodynamic equilibrium and conservation46

equations. Pressure and temperature were obtained from the energy and enthalpy change that results from the reactions47

of the explosive constituents and the resulting products of combustion, applying the main balances of mass and energy,48

and the second law of thermodynamics. The compartment boundaries ensure adiabatic and rigid boundaries that49

avoid energy and mass dissipation [11, 17], which could a↵ect the calculation of the peak overpressure. A very50

good agreement was found for TNT using these techniques, between experimental and calculated overpressures as a51

function of the ratio of the mass of explosive and the volume of air [kg/m3].52

Most contemporary studies consider the influence of the venting area on the value of peak pressures, with most53

publications producing a number of empirical equations meant to facilitate the design of safe suppressive struc-54

tures [11, 14, 15]. Such empirical relations between overpressure and energy release are derived from experimental55

data, making it possible to calculate peak pressures and pressure decays for confined explosions as a function of an56

e↵ective vented area. Design applications such as frangible covers [18] or exit tunnels in underground ammunition57
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storage facilities [19] benefitted from this early work. A comprehensive collection of empirical calculation methods58

for venting can be found in the works of Razus [20] and Tamanini [21] for gaseous deflagrations. The design of vent-59

ing covers has been widely addressed as well. Molkov and co-workers [22, 23, 24] published a comprehensive study60

on venting considering various types of movable covers acted by the blast pressure. In a recent work, Feldgun [25]61

used experimental, analytical and numerical models to compare results for a cover or a free opening in a closed cham-62

ber. In both cases the pressure relief was observed to be similar. In the first instants, however, the chamber behaves as63

a fully confined room, before the cover moves su�ciently for the overpressure to drop to zero.64

The use of computer codes has proved to be e↵ective in these studies. Proctor [26] was one of the first to use65

them to study energetic reactions in closed structures, leading to the development of new codes such as INBLAST or66

BLASTINW in the early 1980s [27]. Numerical analysis and hydrocodes [28] were later used to calibrate the empirical67

equations and new semi-empirical methods were developed and incorporated into the US Tri-services manual [10].68

Other authors [29, 30, 31] also used CFD codes to study venting e↵ects on relief pipes. The location of the ignition69

point was found to have a strong e↵ect on the measured peak pressures inside the chamber. Other aspect in favour70

of the use of numerical models is their ability to handle large scale and complex problems where experimentation is71

impossible, such as the assessment of blast damage in buildings [32].72

Chan [33] used CFD to analyse wave reflexion phenomena inside an enclosure using an Eulerian mesh and val-73

idating his results with experimental data. The results showed that reflexions can continue for a significant amount74

of time and geometric symmetry in the enclosure can make multiple shock waves converge with strength comparable75

to the initial shock wave. Hu [34] used a commercial hydrocode to model the wave blast reflexions inside a closed76

prismatic box. The overpressure distribution profiles along a section of the box showed an increase at the corners and,77

in general, variations of length-to-depth ratios in a prismatic chamber were found to have a greater e↵ect on the re-78

flected overpressure. Edri [25] observed pressures 27% lower than those reported in the US Tri-services manual [10]79

on blast experiments in a closed chamber. Unexpectedly, the pressure at the corners of the compartment was also80

lower than at the centre of the walls. Sauvan [35] considered the influence of the walls of an almost closed volume81

around the explosive (for a chamber with no ceiling). The individual e↵ects of each wall were then computed in82

terms of overpressures and pressure history. The interactions and reflexions originated by the walls were recorded by83

pressure sensors at each wall, leading to the conclusion that in semi-confined explosions the negative pressure phase84

can be as destructive as the positive. However, in the majority of other published results of blast wave experiments85

and numerical analyses this negative phase e↵ect is not considered.86

The structural e↵ects of the internal blast on the compartment has also received attention from researchers. When-87

hui [36] presented an analysis of the dynamic behaviour of a cylindrical explosive chamber and Auslender [37] and88
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Du↵ey [38] did a similar study albeit considering an elastic-plastic sphere. Confined explosions in cylindrical vessels89

have often been used to provide data on di↵erent explosive charge shapes. Wu [39] compared results of enclosed90

explosions in a blast chamber with data from the US Tri-services manual [10], with the latter reported to be under-91

predicted for horizontally oriented cylindrical charges.92

A significant number of references look at the response of cylindrical vessels to internal blast although more93

focused on the deflagration phenomena due to the type of the contents that they normally carry, which constitutes94

another field of investigation dealing with explosion hazards in the chemical, oil and gas industries and in all sites95

where fuel vapours and gases can be accidentally ignited. Langdon [40] and Ma [41] studied the detonation of HE96

inside cylindrical vessels. Gaseous products and dust also constitute a potential source of hazard in the industry and an97

important number of studies have been published on the deflagration of these products in confined spaces, attempting98

to understand the e↵ects of vents, obstacles and of chamber geometry [42, 43, 44, 45]. Generically, it can be concluded99

that the existence of ducts strongly enhances the vented explosion.100

Confined explosion analysis can also be applied to urban areas, tunnels, underground stations were complex city101

and infrastructure geometries will constrain the flow of blast waves. Reflexions and channelling e↵ects generated102

between the buildings [46], particularly at crossroads in the proximity of tall buildings, may result in overpressure103

time histories similar to an explosion in a confined space with openings. Results show that the blast e↵ects in buildings104

can be both enhanced or attenuated by the presence of other buildings. An assumption of uncoupling between wave105

propagation and reflexion from the buildings has been reported to lead to reasonably accurate results, unless the facade106

has a large glazed area in which case the leakage will decrease the reflected pressures. Sklavounos and Rigas [47]107

used CFD to study this problem with a model based on three parallel obstacles perpendicular to the wave front. One108

of the interesting findings was the fact that structures surrounded by other structures will su↵er more than if exposed109

to a single shock impact, which may result in extensive damages.110

More recent studies on confined blast confirm the growing interest in the field. Geretto [48] presented a comparison111

of the maximum plate deflection resulting from various degrees of confinement in an enclosed explosion, showing112

that the structural deflection increases with the degree of confinement, contradicting the observations of Kinney [11]113

in 1979. Dragos [49] derived an equivalent idealised load from experimental pressure curves inside a closed space114

subjected to a confined explosion. This author proposed a simplified load curve that can be incorporated into structural115

response analysis tools, such as pressure-impulse diagrams. Benselama et al. [50] did three-dimensional simulations of116

rigid and closed box configurations inside which an explosive charge detonates, and the simulation of the propagation117

of a blast wave inside a tunnel with bifurcation. It was found that, in confined domains, the flow remains supersonic a118

long distance from the blast charge. The bifurcation led to a reduction in the overpressure inside the main pipe while119
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the overpressure inside the secondary pipe was weaker and the flow transonic. As expected, the results for the closed120

chamber showed an increase both in the peak pressure and in the reflexions from the compartment walls.121

More recently Zyskowsky et al. [51] considered an explosion inside a closed rigid box, using Autodyn, a commer-122

cial hydrocode, and compared it with experimental data. Overpressure curves were produced at selected locations of123

the internal surface of the box. Price [52] also predicted the pressure-time history for specified locations in a canopy124

consisting of a roof deck suspended over a ceiling deck forming an attic space, using a three-dimensional shock wave125

physics code (CTH). The main aim was to look at the propagation of a blast wave through an opening to analyse126

interior wave reflexions. He found that better results were obtained for compartments with height to width ratios close127

to unity.128

Most authors neglect the e↵ects of afterburning and the main reason for this may be due to not only the analytical129

complexity of the phenomenon but also the di�culty in accessing adequate and e�cient simulation tools. Until130

recently hydrocodes would assume that all the energy of the explosion is released upon detonation and used to drive131

the shock front forward. This, however, may not be a reasonable approach for under-oxidised explosives, as in these132

cases afterburn may act as a significant extra source of released energy. TNT, for example, which is about 73.9%133

oxygen deficient, will release about twice as much energy in the afterburn phase than in the detonation phase [53].134

Earlier work [11, 13, 17, 26] studied the e↵ect of the ratio between the mass of explosive and the volume of135

the compartment in confined detonations, having concluded that the increase in this ratio leads to an increase in the136

peak pressure and an increased residual pressure would result from a confined explosion. However, no consideration137

has been given to pressure variations in the peak pressures due to the shape of the compartment or due to di↵erent138

positions of both of the detonation point and the point of pressure measurement. More recently afterburning became139

a significant topic of interest. A brief review can be found in the report by Sherkar and co-workers [6]. Some140

simplifying methods have recently been proposed to ease the numerical simulations which are known to be lengthy141

and not cost e�cient. An example of such a method includes shifting of the normal pressure-time curve, obtained142

without considering afterburning, by an amount proportional to the rate of the total explosive energy release to the143

heat of detonation [54, 55, 56]. It is expected that more attention will be given to the phenomena as some commercial144

hydrocodes now include means to simulate afterburning [57] which were not available until recently.145

An important parameter of the analysis is the rate of release of afterburn energy, which often follows complex146

thermodynamic models [58] or is simply assumed as an additional constant or linear term in the equation of state of147

the explosive in hydrocodes that possess this feature [57]. The heat of the reaction to be considered in the hydrocodes148

can be derived from the molar mass of explosive and the available oxygen. Heats of reaction for afterburning of well149

known explosives are available in the literature [59, 60] or can be obtained by using thermo-equilibrium codes such as150
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Cheetah [61] or CEA [62]. Salzano refers to the use of the Le Chatelier diagrams for explosives as a very promising151

alternative to the use of the classical equations of state [53]. From these diagrams it is possible to obtain the afterburn152

pressure as a function of the explosive/air mass-volume ratio.153

This brief review shows the added complexity of a confined explosion, which involves reflexion and interaction of154

blast waves. The published information on internal blast simulation is still scarce although some parametric analyses155

are available [34] and recent publications show a growing interest in the field.156

3. Numerical model157

Setting-up experimental tests for confined explosions is more complex than for free-air explosions. Numerical158

simulations, however, can be used to rapidly accommodate di↵erent geometries, HE (mass, material, etc.), stand-o↵159

distances, that otherwise would require building di↵erent test devices. Hydrocodes are widely used for the purpose160

of analysing high-pressure, high-velocity, dynamic, transient phenomena [63] and one of such commercially avail-161

able codes is LS-DYNA, from the Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC). LS-DYNA is a numerical162

analysis code that incorporates di↵erent methods to study explosive blast phenomena. Amongst these, the Arbitrary163

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach is reported to have been successfully used in numerical simulation of high-164

explosive detonations and blast waves. ALE mathematical foundations are well documented [64, 65, 66, 67] and the165

method has been further developed to overcome the di�culties that arise from large mesh distortions. It is based on166

an arbitrary movement of a reference computational domain (the initial mesh position) in relation to both a material167

domain (the initial material position) and a spatial domain (the current configuration). This relative movement of168

the computational mesh reduces element distortion of an otherwise Lagrangian mesh. In a fully Eulerian approach,169

which is a particular case of the ALE formulation, the computational domain will remain fixed and coincident with170

the spatial domain, completely eliminating element distortion. A multi-material formulation can be used to simulate171

the propagation of the reaction products of the detonation and the fluid-structure interaction problem where the fluid172

can be defined by more than one material. In an explosion problem an element may contain air and gas produced from173

the detonation of the explosive [68] and state variables will be obtained by adequate weighing of the respective values174

for each of the two materials present in the element.175

3.1. Multi-Material ALE formulations176

The Navier-Stokes equations need to be integrated in time, together with boundary conditions, if the solution

for the flow of the products of the explosion is to be found. A major simplification can be done by considering the

reference mesh fixed in space, that is considering an Eulerian approach. This removes the need for a re-meshing and
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smoothing process albeit maintaining the complexity of the time integration procedure. A split approach [65] has

been implemented in LS-DYNA to simplify the problem. In this split approach each time-step is divided in two: a

Lagrangian step and an advection step. The Navier-Stokes equations are

@⇢

@t
+ r · (⇢v) = 0

@⇢v

@t
+ r · (⇢v ⌦ v) = r · � + f (4)

@⇢E
@t
+ r · (Ev) = � : rv

where ⇢ is the density, v is the flow velocity, f is the vector of externally applied forces, E is the total (internal and

kinetic) energy and � is the total Cauchy stress tensor, given by

� = �pI + µrv + rv (5)

In the above equation, p is the pressure, I is the identity tensor and µ is the dynamic viscosity. Equations (4) can be

rewritten generically as
@�

@t
+ r · � = S (6)

where

� =

2
666666666666666664

⇢

⇢v

⇢E

3
777777777777777775
, � =

2
666666666666666664

⇢v

⇢v ⌦ v

Ev

3
777777777777777775

and S =

2
666666666666666664

0

r · � + f

� : rv

3
777777777777777775

(7)

Mass conservation is assumed in its integral form

⇢J = ⇢0 (8)

rather than the equation of continuity [67] because of its simplicity and better accuracy to compute the current density

⇢. ⇢0 is the initial density and J is the volumetric strain given by the Jacobian

J = det
 
@xi

@Xj

!
(9)

The splitting approach consists of separating the Eulerian conservation Equation (6) in two terms: a source and a

convective term, which are, respectively
@�

@t
= S (10)
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@�

@t
+ r · � = 0 (11)

The source equations (10) are the Lagrangian conservation equations, corresponding to the Lagrangian step. The177

convective equations (11) describe the transport phenomena and can be referred to as the Eulerian step. In the split178

approach the two steps are solved separately and sequentially to calculate velocity and internal energy. In the La-179

grangian step the stresses are calculated at the integration points and nodal accelerations, velocities and displacements180

are then obtained with an explicit time integration scheme. The mass is assumed to be lumped at the nodes, which181

leads to a diagonal matrix which simplifies the calculation of the accelerations.182

In the second step the resulting distorted mesh is remapped onto an arbitrary position in the case of an ALE mesh,183

or to its previous position for an Eulerian description. The advection problem will then be solved using a finite volume184

procedure. State variables can thus be mapped onto the rezoned mesh. An advection scheme is necessary to calculate185

the material fluxes. This can be done using one of three methods: the first order accurate upwind Donor Cell (which is186

a first order Godunov method) [69], the second-order van Leer [70] and a first order accurate Donor Cell modified to187

conserve total energy over each advection step, instead of conserving only internal energy. LS-DYNA also combines188

these algorithms with the Half-Index Shift method [71] to find the advection of node-centred variables.189

By using a Multi-Material ALE (MM-ALE) element formulation, the gaseous products of the explosion and the190

ambient air that initially fills the mesh can occupy the same elements. It is possible, using a suitable interface tracking191

algorithm, to follow the flow of both materials through the Eulerian mesh. This is a computationally demanding192

task and under-integrated elements will be used in this type of simulation. This calls for hourglass control as under-193

integrated elements do not account for the internal forces necessary to counter zero energy deformation modes, which194

tend to appear in these cases.195

An additional set of equations has to be considered when solving these problems because, when pressures are

significant, volumetric deformations will be large as well, and the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor becomes

larger than the deviatoric stresses. As a consequence, a relation between pressure, volumetric deformation and energy

is necessary, an equation of state (EOS). In the simulation of an explosion at least two EOS are needed, one for the

explosive and another for the air. To simulate the high explosive detonation process the following Jones-Wilkins-Lee

EOS is normally used [72]

P = A
 
1 � !

R1V

!
e�R1V + B

 
1 � !

R2V

!
e�R2V + !

E
V

(12)

This is an empirical equation obtained from the expansion of the internal energy equation near the isentrope of the196

detonation products [73]. More details on its derivation can be found in the work of Alia and Souli [68].197

For air, the following gamma law modelled by a linear polynomial equation (linear relative to the internal energy
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E) has been used

P = C0 +C1µ +C2µ
2 +C3µ

3 + E
⇣
C4 +C5µ +C6µ

2
⌘

(13)

where µ = (⇢/⇢0)� 1 and ⇢/⇢0 is the ratio of the current to the initial (reference) densities. Coe�cients C2 and C6 are

set to zero if µ < 0. For an ideal gas the expression is reduced to

P = (� � 1)
⇢

⇢0
E0 (14)

as all coe�cients will be made equal to zero except C4 = C5 = (� � 1) and � = cp/cv is the ratio of specific heats.198

When refinement or problem scale are expected to make computations very lengthy, another available technique199

is mapping. For full scale domains were meshes will easily have millions of elements, the domain can be scaled using200

2D to 3D mapping techniques [74]. Mapping is implemented in most commercial hydrocodes, including LS-DYNA,201

which allows analyses to be split into two phases. In the first phase a 2D mesh is used to initialise the detonation and202

the expansion of the reaction gases. This mesh has to be very refined to allow the development of a smooth wave front203

and a good set of energy results. Afterwards, the 3D problem is initialised with the input data calculated from the 2D204

analysis. The 3D mesh can be significantly coarser, which is the real advantage of the technique.205

To ensure good overall results it is necessary that the 2D results are as good as possible. Some authors [75]206

compared results obtained with spherical and prismatic meshes. The first allow a much better definition of the blast207

wave. However, further away from the detonation point, the element aspect ratio increases and for aspect ratios in208

excess of ten pressures will tend to be overestimated. This imposes a practical limit in the mesh extent. Prismatic209

meshes may also su↵er from some anomalies. Larcher [75] reported that peak pressure values are smaller along the210

diagonals of prismatic meshes. In the present study a regular square mesh of 200 ⇥ 200 [cm2] with 250,000 elements211

was used and some di↵erences were initially found for the peak pressure values at tracer points equally distant from the212

detonation point but at di↵erent azimuths. However, the higher peak pressure values were found along the diagonals,213

contradicting Larcher’s findings [75]. These anomalies were minimised by using a delayed mesh relaxation technique214

and coincident readings of peak pressure were obtained both at the diagonal and at a point near one of the edges of215

the box-shaped mesh.216

4. Numerical model validation217

The optimal choice of modelling techniques and parameters to replicate the physical response of the system is218

known to be a complex task [76]. A thorough validation method was defined to ensure the proposed models were219

reliable. Three examples where experimental results were available in the literature were thus used for validation220
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purposes. These examples are described in the following sections. The high explosive used is C4, which is a mixture221

of Hexogen (RDX) with a plasticiser compound, often used in military applications. Air and explosive properties222

were adopted from Alia and Souli [68] and are listed in Table 1, where D is the detonation velocity and PCJ is the223

Chapman-Jouguet pressure. E0 and V0 are the initial internal energy and the relative volume, respectively. The Ci224

coe�cients are all set to zero except C4 = C5 = � � 1. The material properties are listed in Table 1.225

Table 1: Parameters for the EOS of explosive and air [68].

Material C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 E0 V0 ⇢0
[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [Mbar] [�] [g/cm3]

Air 0 0 0 0.4 0.4 0 0 2.5 ⇥ 10�6 1.0 1.293 ⇥ 10�3

Material A B R1 R2 ! E0 V0 ⇢0 D PCJ
[Mbar] [Mbar] [-] [-] [-] [Mbar] [-] [g/cm3] [cm/µs] [Mbar]

C4 5.98155 0.1375 4.5 1.5 0.32 0.087 1.0 1.601 0.804 0.281
TNT 3.7120 0.03231 4.15 0.95 0.30 0.07 1.0 1.590 0.693 0.210

4.1. Free air explosion226

Alia and Souli [68] and Mahmadi and Aquelet [77] reported an experiment where a spherical charge of plastic227

explosive C4 was detonated in a mass of air at room temperature. These authors also used LS-DYNA to simulate228

the phenomenon. In the experiment the pressure peak was measured by a sensor placed 5 ft (152.4 cm) from the229

point of detonation. In LS-DYNA these pressure sensors can be simulated by means of tracer points defined at the230

sensor positions. The mass of the charge was 1 lb (454 g), corresponding to a sphere with radius 4.07 cm. Both231

papers [68, 77] present a comparison of numerical and experimental results and report a very good agreement in the232

time of arrival and only slightly di↵erent peak pressure values. These results are listed in Table 2 and were used for233

comparison and validation purposes in the present paper.234

Table 2: Peak pressure and time of arrival (experimental and numerical) as reported by Alia and Souli [68] and Kamal and Aquelet [77]: (a) with a
mesh of 27,972 elements and (b) with a mesh of 56,916 elements.

Experimental Numerical
Source Peak pressure Time of arrival Peak pressure Time of arrival

[bar] [ms] [bar] [ms]
Alia and Souli (2006) [68] 2.96 1.5 2.7 (a) 1.44

2.9 (b) 1.50
Mahmadi and Aquelet (2008) [77] 3.406 — 3.405 —

All simulations were run with LS-DYNA R711 in the same machine. Di↵erent degrees of mesh refinement were235

used, namely 71,199 (mesh 1), 104,329 (mesh 2) and 147,649 (mesh 3) elements. Symmetry boundary conditions236
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were also adopted. Numerical parameters that were varied include the advection logic and the advection method.237

A mesh delaying relaxation option was also used to increase accuracy, as suggested by Mahmadi and Aquelet [77].238

This contracts the mesh locally at the shock wave front. The geometry of the model — one-eighth of the domain239

modelled with a spherical mesh — is shown in Figure 3. The region where the explosive is has been greatly refined240

in comparison to the remaining mesh (see Figure 3) to allow for a better representation of the detonation process and241

development of a well-defined wave front.242

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Discretisation for the free air explosion model: (a) one-eighth of the domain and (b) detail of the spherical explosive charge (red) at the
centre (mesh size 147,649 elements).

Figure 4 shows the pressure-time readings, for a 3D analysis, at the same tracer point for all the three considered243

meshes and two advection logics available in LSDYNA. For each mesh the advection method was also varied. It is244

immediately apparent that using the alternative advection logic (see Figure 4a) the pressure peaks are much lower than245

when using the default logic (see Figure 4b) and significantly di↵erent from the experimental result obtained by Alia246

and Souli [68]. The alternative method was thus abandoned. From the results in Figure 4b it can be seen that there247

is good agreement between the proposed numerical model and Alia and Souli’s experimental results. From Figure 4b248

it can be concluded that the best pressure results were obtained when combining the Van Leer advection method and249

the most refined mesh or with the modified Donor Cell method and the intermediately refined mesh (peak pressure250

results were 2.9 and 3.0 bar, respectively). An even more refined mesh (255, 949 elements) was also used but, as251

mentioned above, results diverged excessively, unrealistic pressure curve shapes and values were found and thus this252

refined mesh was discarded. Consequently, in subsequent runs only advection methods 2 and 3 were applied as it was253

found that method 1 (the Donor Cell method) was not entirely satisfactory.254

A second set of simulations of the same validation problem, albeit in two dimensions (2D), was run leading to255

good results for both advection logics. Results of the 2D analyses are listed in Table 3 and can be compared with256
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the reference experimental and numerical results in Table 2 [68, 77]. The optimal combinations of advection method257

and advection logic results are highlighted in Table 3 and it can be concluded that for this particular problem the258

default advection logic should only be combined with a first order Donor Cell advection method, whilst the alternative259

advection logic yields good results combined with a second order accurate (van Leer) advection method. Delayed260

relaxation [77] was found to be necessary in all 2D simulations in order to better match the numerical results to the261

experimental observations.262

Table 3: Free air explosion: results obtained with 2D meshes and di↵erent advection logics and methods.

Number of elements Advection Advection Delayed mesh Peak pressure Time of arrival
in 2D mesh logic method relaxation parameter at sensor of shock wave

DCT METH PREF [bar] [ms]
Alternative Van Leer Not used 4.90 1.25
Alternative Van Leer 0.01 6.00 1.13
Alternative M. Donor Cell Not used 4.25 1.55
Alternative M. Donor Cell 0.01 5.20 1.25

14,375 elements Default Van Leer Not used 2.64 1.52
(quarter circle) Default Van Leer 0.01 2.93 1.46

Default M. Donor Cell Not used 2.81 1.47
Alternative Donor Cell 0.01 2.92 1.44
Default M. Donor Cell 0.01 2.63 1.54

250,000 elements Default Van Leer 0.01 2.88 1.42
(squared) Alternative M. Donor Cell Not used 4.69 1.30

Alternative Van Leer Not used 5.52 1.23

4.2. Confined explosion I263

The second example was used to validate the ALE methodology in the analysis of a confined explosion. Chan [33]264

published experimental data on a confined blast inside a rectangular steel bunker measuring 10⇥8⇥8 [ft3]. The authors265

used 1 lb of C4 at the centre of the compartment and pressures were measured on three gages (front, left and corner).266

The location of the gages is shown in Figure 5. Mesh refinement is known to be a very important factor in ALE267

simulations but this may become unpractical for full scale domains such those described by Chan [33]. Consequently,268

a mapping technique was used to speed up the simulation whilst maintaining accuracy.269

The obtained numerical results are shown in Figure 6 along with the experimental observations. The initial peak270

overpressures recorded at the front, left and corner gages were 600, 420 and 200 kPa, respectively (see Figures 6a271

to 6c). The equivalent numerical results are 667, 300 and 210 kPa. With the exception of the left gauge, there is good272

agreement between numerical and experimental values for both pressure and time of arrival. The overall pattern of273

the series of incident and reflected waves are in reasonable agreement with the numerical results, although a shorter274

time lag is observed. This may be due to the fact that in confined explosions the ambient air heats up and this a↵ect275
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Figure 4: Numerical and experimental pressure curves read at the same tracer point using (a) the alternative advection logic and (b) the default
advection logic.

the shock wave speed. Additionally, a ±20% error in the gauges was reported by Chan [33], which certainly adds to276

the observed discrepancies.277

A mesh convergence analysis was done, resulting in a mesh with 1.25 million brick elements, corresponding to278

elements of approximately 2.4 cm in length, and all simulations were run on an Intel i7-2700K CPU at 3.5 GHz .279
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Figure 5: Dimensions (in [mm]) of the steel bunker and location of pressure sensors in the experiment of Chan [33].

4.3. Confined explosion II280

The last validation example is based on the experiments reported by Zykowski [51], who measured blast wave281

pressures from the detonation of a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen in a small box (dimensions 50 ⇥ 30 ⇥ 40 [cm3]).282

Hu [34] used the ALE method to simulate the same experiment using AUTODYN relying on a single mesh of hexahe-283

dral elements and assuming rigid compartment walls. The present study replicated Hu’s analysis in LS-DYNA albeit284

using the mapping technique. Under-integrated solid elements were used with the mesh sizes listed in Table 4, which285

also shows the box dimensions. The location of the detonation is (x, y, z) ⌘ (25, 0, 25) [cm] and the location of the286

sensor is (x, y, z) ⌘ (6, 25.5, 0) [cm], with the origin set at the lower corner of the box. More details can be found in287

Hu [34].288

Table 4: Finite element mesh parameters for the simulation of a confined explosion in a closed rigid compartment.

2D 3D
Mesh Size (x, y) [cm] Element size [cm] Size (x, y, z) [cm] Element size [cm]
1 (25, 30) 0.02 (50, 30, 40) 0.625
2 (25, 30) 0.04 (50, 30, 40) 1.25
3 (25, 30) 0.08 (50, 30, 40) 2.5

The obtained peak pressure and time of arrival results are plotted in Figure 7 showing that the 1.7 bar peak pressure289

and the shape of the pressure history plot agrees well with both the experimental and numerical results reported by290

Hu [34]. The best results were found for mesh 1 with 245,760 elements. The mapping file was obtained running a291
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Figure 6: Calculated and measured [33] peak blast overpressures from a confined explosion inside in a closed steel bunker: (a) front sensor, (b)
lateral sensor and (c) corner sensor.
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2D rectangular mesh with 1,875,000 elements. Both advection methods (Van Leer and Modified Donor Cell) were292

tested and give similar results. However, the solution showed to be strongly influenced by the advection logic, as can293

be seen in Figure 8. The two solutions shown follow similar trends but di↵er in the peak pressures values.294
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Figure 7: Comparison between numerical and experimental results. The alternative advection logic defined in LS-DYNA input has been used in
the numerical curve. The AUTODYN and experiments curves were reproduced from Hu [34]
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Figure 8: Comparison between two solutions, using di↵erent logics, for the confined TNT explosion described by Hu [34].

As stated above, the compartment walls were defined as rigid in all simulations. This is, however, not a good295
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representation of the real system as they will surely deform elastically and eventually plastically, a↵ecting the ob-296

served peak pressure values. As such, the structure was subsequently modelled considering a suitable fluid structure297

interaction (FSI) technique [78]. With this added feature, the obtained pressure histories retain the generic shape but298

the peak pressure values are reduced by approximately 20%, as can be seen in Figure 9. Apart from this, the FSI299

results are qualitatively consistent and did not vary significantly when changing advection methods and logics.300
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Figure 9: Comparison between the pressure at coordinates (x, y, z) ⌘ (6, 25.5, 0) in the confined box described by Hu [34] not using FSI and using
FSI.

5. Parametric studies301

5.1. The numerical models302

In this section a parametric study is described where numerical simulations are used to identify how the variation303

in the relative dimensions of a confined space influence the maximum pressures on the interior walls. The numerical304

models described in the preceding sections, assessed by published experimental data, allowed the tune-up of the major305

modelling parameters that are now used.306

Five closed rigid boxes, where one of the dimensions is kept constant and the others varied proportionally in such a307

way as to keep the volume constant, were subjected to the internal detonation of a fixed mass of TNT (trinitrotoluene).308

The volume was set equal to 2.16 ⇥ 105 cm3 and the mass of explosive to 1.25 g. Table 5 shows the dimensions of309

each box, along with the number of elements used in each 3D simulation. The origin of coordinates is always located310

at the centre of each box and Lx, Ly and Lz are half the box sizes along each axis.311
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Table 5: Box dimensions and characteristics of the meshes used in the simulations

Dimensions Number elements
Box (2Lx, 2Ly, 2Lz) [cm] along (x, y, z)
1 (60, 60, 60) (120, 120, 120)
2 (75, 60, 48) (150, 120, 96)
3 (90, 60, 40) (180, 120, 80)
4 (100, 60, 36) (200, 120, 72)
5 (120, 60, 30) (240, 120, 60)

Eight numerical simulations were performed on each box, each corresponding to a di↵erent location of the HE.312

The full description of the eight positions considered for each box is listed in Table 6. A comprehensive coverage of313

the e↵ect of eccentric detonations inside a closed box was thus made possible.314

Table 6: Location (x, y, z) of the explosive charges in each box relative to Lx, Ly and Lz.

Location x/Lx y/Ly z/Lz
0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 0.5 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.5 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.5
4 0.5 0.5 0.0
5 0.5 0.0 0.5
6 0.0 0.5 0.5
7 0.5 0.5 0.5

A set of 19 sensors was used to record the pressure histories inside the boxes, placed 5 mm away from the walls.315

The distribution of the sensors was the same for all simulations, as shown in Figure 10. Only one-eigth of the box316

was monitored, assuming that the major e↵ects would only be observed in the close proximity of the explosive. As an317

example, a tabular description of the locations of the sensors for box 1 is listed in Table 7.318

Only the first incident pressure peak (and the reflected pressure peak when larger than the incident) was considered319

in the analyses. This is assumed to be a reasonable simplification as only pressure e↵ects were considered. It is well320

known, however, that impulse plays a decisive role in terms of structural response and that the reflected blast wave321

pressures should not be neglected as they may significantly contribute to the impulse on the compartment walls.322

Input parameters were kept constant throughout the simulations and equal to those used in the validation examples.323

Element size was set to 5 mm. The US UFC manual [10] was also used as an additional source of validation. The324

average peak reflected pressure obtained from the UFC tables was 6.2 bar which compares reasonably well to the325

numerical result of 7.7 bar at the centre of the plate. However, the UFC manual assumes a uniform pressure load on326

the internal surface and does not consider wave blast reflections.327
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Figure 10: Positions of the sensors used to record the pressure-time curves resulting from the simulated confined explosion in each compartment.

Table 7: Location of the pressure sensors in box 1.

Sensor x [cm] y [cm] z [cm]
T1 0.00 29.50 0.00
T2 0.00 29.50 29.50
T3 29.50 29.50 29.50
T4 29.50 29.50 0.00
T5 0.00 0.00 29.50
T6 29.50 0.00 29.50
T7 29.50 0.00 0.00
T8 14.75 29.50 14.75
T9 0.00 29.50 14.75
T10 14.75 29.50 0.00
T11 14.75 29.50 29.50
T12 29.50 29.50 14.75
T13 0.00 14.75 29.50
T14 14.75 14.75 29.50
T15 29.50 14.75 29.50
T16 14.75 0.00 29.50
T17 29.50 14.75 14.75
T18 29.50 0.00 14.75
T19 29.50 14.75 0.00
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5.2. Quantitative discussion of results328

The results in Figure 11 show the peak incident and the first reflected pressure values along vertical and horizontal329

lines passing through the wall’s midpoint, illustrating the e↵ects of a centred explosion (location 0 in Table 6) inside330

a cubic compartment (box 1). Note that these are not the instantaneous pressure distribution at a certain instant in331

time. In general a peak value is present at a point at each face, which is reduced when moving towards the edges332

and increases again when approaching the edges. The same is observed along the edge, such that the highest pressure333

values along an edge are generally observed at the corners.334
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Figure 11: Profiles of incident pressure at the walls of the closed box 1 (60 ⇥ 60 ⇥ 60 [cm3]): (a) vertical cross section of the face normal to the x
axis and (b) horizontal cross section of the face normal to the y axis. The incident wave is shown in blue and the first reflected wave in red.

Analysing the time-pressure curves obtained it becomes clear that the maximum incident peak pressures are335

strongly dependent on the Z scaled distance. Analyses were performed to investigate possible correlations between336

the maximum pressure and the aspect ratio of the boxes as defined in the empirical charts of the US UFC manual [10].337

However, poor correlations were obtained with all scaled parameters, other than Z.338

For centred and non-centred explosions, the highest pressures in the walls were always observed at the points339

closer to the explosive. Nevertheless, it was verified that the confinement causes a pressure enhancement e↵ect at340

corners and edges, together with complex patterns of internal blast reflexions, which in certain cases led to peak341

pressure values higher than in the initial blast wave. This makes pressure distribution predictions within confined342

spaces subjected to internal blast rather di�cult.343

Semi-empirical expressions, such as those proposed by Henrych [79], have been widely used for engineering

purposes but were not derived to be applied to confined explosions. Nonetheless, a monotonic relation between the

Z scaled distance and the incident pressure peak was observed in all the simulations. A modification of the Henrych
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expression was found to give a good engineering approximation for the peak pressure results measured at the centre

of all faces in the 5 boxes. This equation is

P =
5.924

Z
+

2.941
Z2 +

3.259
Z3 +

0.210
Z4 +

0.037
Z5 = Pwalls (15)

with

Z =
R

3
p

W
(16)

where P = Pwalls [bar] is the pressure at the walls, R [m] is the stand-o↵ distance and W [kg] is the TNT equivalent344

mass of high-explosive. Figure 12 shows how the new equation fits relatively well the numerical data obtained from345

the simulations. The original Henrych equation was also plotted giving lower peak pressures than those obtained in346

the numerical simulation. Since the Henrych curve has been derived for a free air explosion, this observation agrees347

well with reports by others [5, 10, 34] stating that the confinement enhances the internal pressures.348
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Figure 12: Maximum pressure for the first arriving blast wave: comparison between experimental data and numerical results.

Amongst other e↵ects, engineers and designers will look for the maximum blast pressure on structures. In many

cases it will not occur at the wall of the confinement but at corners and edges. Additionally, reflected waves may yield

blast pressure higher than the first incident peak pressures, which again cannot be predicted by the modified formula-

tion, or any other known method, including the UFC. However, box 1 showed a pressure focusing at the corners. The

phenomenon is enhanced by blast reflexions from the internal faces which, due to the orthogonal symmetry of the
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cubic shape, arrive at the same time at the opposing vertex, reinforcing each other. A value of 10.3 bar was obtained

at the vertex, significantly larger than the direct overpressure of 2.52 bar impinging on the internal surfaces of the box.

In fact, in many references it is assumed that the reflected blast wave pressure will decay for any subsequent wave [49]

and this result shows how this assumption may deviate from reality. It was observed that the enhancement at corners

and edges cannot be predicted in terms of a single parameter, such as the Z scaled distance. Reflected peak-pressures

at corners are also influenced by other factors such as the angles at which the wave front arrives in relation to the faces

adjacent to the corners. The maximum, minimum and average angles as well as the angular deviation from octahedral

angle, assumed to be the optimum in terms of the induction blast wave mutual reinforcement, were all investigated and

it was found that the maximum angle between each of the three concurrent walls at a corner and the radial stand-o↵

distance between explosive and sensor gave the best correlation (R2 = 0.615 when assuming a two degree polynomial

fit). This is shown in Figure 13. The highest pressure occurs for angles ⇡ 1 rad. However, as referred above, the angle

alone does not explain the phenomena as for the same angle the pressure will vary significantly with the stand-o↵ dis-

tance. The two variables were thus combined to give a rough predictor of the maximum pressure at corners. Figure 14

shows that the new predicted results are better than the single parameter modified curve from equation (15), which

under-predicted most of the results. The new equation is

Pcorner = 26.228 � 11.475✓max � 1.478Z (17)

and yields a coe�cient of correlation R2 = 0.766 and a standard deviation of � = 1.487, where ✓max is the maximum349

angle between the radial stand-o↵ direction and the planes that contain the intersecting walls at the corner. Results350

in Table 8 show the highest pressure values at corner sensor T3, obtained both numerically and using the estimation351

equation (17). For all other boxes and explosive locations studied the pressure at corners is not represented, as there352

were higher pressures in other points of the box.353

Equation (15) is a goof fit for the maximum pressure at the centre of the confinement walls. A closer fit was

proposed for the corners in equation (17). In all other situations (edges or o↵-centre face points) equation (15) will

underestimate the maximum peak-pressure. All these data points were aggregated as the edges only contribute with

approximately 15% of the maximum peak-pressure. A new fit was derived to minimise this systematic underestima-

tion, using equation

Pedge = 13.685Z�0.974 (18)

where the independent parameter is again the Z scaled distance. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 15.354

The data correlation is reasonably high (R2 = 0.837) and the fit is shown in Table 9. With equations (15), (17) and355
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Table 8: Comparison between the peak-pressures obtained numerically and using equation (17) at corner sensor T3.

Box Location of Pressure Pressure Error
explosive (numerical) [bar] (equation (17)) [bar] [%]

1 0 10.3 9.92 3.7
1 7 16.4 16.01 2.4
2 0 4.76 6.24 31.0
2 1 6.00 7.62 27.0
2 4 11.6 10.88 6.2
2 7 11.8 12.59 6.7
3 1 5.57 8.09 45.0
3 4 8.24 8.96 8.7
3 7 9.43 10.04 6.5
4 4 8.75 8.77 0.2
4 7 8.98 8.70 3.1
5 7 5.82 6.34 8.9
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Figure 13: Peak pressure at corners as a function of the maximum angle between the corner position vector and the three coordinate axis.

(18) it is possible to cover most of the pressure distribution inside a closed unvented prismatic box.356

5.3. Qualitative discussion of results357

The cubic box (box 1) pressure-time curve at the wall centre is shown in Figure 16. Due to symmetry the results358

are the same for all faces and only one curve is represented. In this configuration the peak-pressure of the blast359

reflexion is higher than the direct shock wave reflected pressure. As the box shape is changed into a more slender360

shape (longer and narrower)) it is observed that the first blast reflexion gradually increases its strength, as can also be361
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Figure 14: Comparison of the corner peak pressure results obtained numerically and predicted by equations (15) and (17).
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Figure 15: Comparison between the numerical results and equations (15) and (18), for peak-pressures at edges and face o↵-centred points.

seen in Figure 16, which shows the pressure-time curve at the face normal to the x axis for boxes 1 and 5, and at the362

same time the first direct peak becomes lower, due to the increased stand-o↵ distance. The increasing slenderness ratio363

also favours reflexions in the longer direction. Stronger reflected blasts are observed in the centre of the face normal364

to x and sometimes also in the adjacent sensors T18 and T19 (see Figure 10) for those cases where the explosive365
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Table 9: Comparison between the peak-pressures obtained numerically and from equation (18).

Box Location of Z Sensor Pressure Pressure Error
explosive [m/kg1/3] point (numerical) [bar] (equation (18)) [bar] [%]

1 4 1.90 4 8.78 7.31 16.7
2 2 1.73 9 4.64 8.01 72.6
2 4 1.07 16 11.7 12.84 9.7
2 6 1.72 2 9.06 8.08 10.8
3 0 4.96 4 4.28 2.88 32.7
3 2 2.26 2 6.12 6.20 1.3
3 5 0.88 16 15.3 15.47 1.11
3 6 0.88 13 15.3 15.47 1.11
3 7 0.88 14 15.3 15.47 1.11
4 1 1.53 16 5.24 9.02 72.1
4 2 2.11 2 6.81 6.61 2.9
4 5 0.70 16 19.2 19.3 0.5
4 6 0.70 13 19.2 19.3 0.5
4 7 0.70 14 19.2 19.3 0.5
5 1 1.35 16 7.41 10.24 38.2
5 2 1.90 2 7.88 7.31 7.2
5 4 1.90 11 7.88 7.31 7.2
5 5 0.65 16 26.2 20.82 20.5
5 6 0.65 13 26.2 20.82 20.5
5 7 0.65 14 26.2 20.82 20.5

is moved to a position in front of those points (respectively locations 5 and 6 in Table 6). In the other directions366

the gradually shorter stand-o↵ distance along the z direction explains the rapid increase of the peak-pressure in the367

faces normal to z while the peak values do not change significantly along the y direction, whose width has been kept368

constant. At the vertex a strong reflexion is observed due to the simultaneously arrival of reflexions from all the three369

orthogonal directions. Even for non-cubic boxes the wave reinforcement is evident as shown in Figure 17 showing the370

pressure distribution pattern at a certain time of the simulation, where the corners of the box nearer to the explosive371

are experiencing the largest pressures.372

As the explosive is moved from its central position the phenomena becomes more di�cult to understand but the373

shortest stand-o↵will generally dictate the highest peak-pressure. A better correlation was obtained at corners by con-374

sidering the influence of the angles between the line of sight from the explosive to the sensor and the main coordinate375

axis. The highest magnitude pressure peaks were observed for maximum angles close to 1 rad. Interestingly, as the376

distance to the z face diminishes the location of the peak pressure moves from the centre of the face to the edge (T2),377

where the stand-o↵ distance is larger. Three major observations emerged from the analysis: (i) as the compartment378

becomes more slender the blast reflexions in the longer direction become more significant than the direct blasts; (ii) as379

the transverse dimension, i.e. the width, diminishes the edges will experience higher pressure than the faces perpen-380
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Figure 17: Reflected wave pressure peak at corner (tracer point 3) for box 2 with explosive located half way between the centre of the box and the
face normal to the z axis.

dicular to the width; and (iii) symmetry induces an increase in corner pressure. In the remaining positions pressure381

will depend mostly on the stand-o↵ distance. The maximum pressure in all boxes and for all explosive locations are382

listed in Table 10. It can be seen that in many cases the reflexions yielded pressures lower than the first direct peaks.383
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Table 10: Maximum recorded peak pressures for di↵erent locations of the explosive and di↵erent boxes.

Location Box Z Direct blast Reflected blast
of explosive [m/kg1/3] Pmax [bar] (sensor) Pmax [bar] (sensor)
1 0 4.74 4.80 (3) 10.3 (3)
1 1 1.35 7.47 (7) 3.39 (11)
1 4 1.90 8.78 (4) 2.55 (14)
1 7 2.33 16.4 (3)
2 0 4.90 4.76 (3) 3.72 (4)
2 1 3.89 6.00 (3)
2 2 1.35 8.00 (1) 2.37 (19)
2 3 1.07 11.7 (5) 4.17 (3)
2 4 2.16 11.6 (3)
2 5 1.07 11.7 (16)
2 6 1.72 9.06 (2)
2 7 1.72 11.8 (3)
3 0 1.81 5.24 (5) 3.58 (6)
3 1 3.87 5.57 (3)
3 2 2.26 6.12 (2) 2.30 (7)
3 3 0.88 15.3 (5) 2.58 (18)
3 4 3.04 8.24 (3)
3 5 0.88 15.3 (16) 3.35 (18)
3 6 0.88 15.3 (13) 1.87 (19)
3 7 0.88 15.3 (14)
4 0 1.62 6.61 (5) 3.24 (1)
4 1 3.91 5.40 (3) 2.26 (1)
4 2 2.11 6.81 (2) 2.10 (19)
4 3 0.79 19.2 (5) 2.46 (18)
4 4 3.10 8.75 (3) 3.36 (7)
4 5 0.70 19.2 (16) 2.85 (18)
4 6 0.70 19.2 (13)
4 7 0.70 19.2 (14)
5 0 1.35 8.14 (5) 3.40 (7)
5 1 1.35 7.41 (16) 4.22 (7)
5 2 1.90 7.88 (2) 1.95 (6)
5 3 0.65 26.2 (5) 2.80 (6)
5 4 1.90 7.88 (11) 3.75 (19)
5 5 0.65 26.2 (16)
5 6 0.65 26.2 (13)
5 7 0.65 26.2 (14)

6. The afterburning e↵ects384

TNT is strongly oxygen deficient (73.9%) which means that in its detonation phase some of its constituents will

remain unreacted due to insu�cient oxygen in the composition. As a consequence, a secondary combustion will

take place if conditions arise that allow them to react later with atmospheric oxygen. This reaction can be either

complete or partial depending on the the available amount of oxygen. For a full afterburning of a TNT charge, the

ratio of the explosive mass to the volume of the confinement W/V shall be lower than 0.387 kg/m3 [56]. For the boxes
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considered in the present analysis W/V = 0.0058 kg/m3, which means that the volume of air available is nearly 70

times higher than the stoichiometric ratio. According to Salzano and Basco [53], for such a low W/V ratio the e↵ect of

the afterburning phenomenon becomes relatively small. The same conclusion can be obtained from Feldgun et al. [56]

who plotted gas pressure versus W/V curves obtained from experimental results, from the UFC-3-340 manual [10]

and from the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state, which can be written as [56]

P =
"

P0

�0 � 1
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#
!2

✓V
+ A

 
1 � !
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!
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!
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where V and VE are the current and initial volumes of the explosive, ⇢E and ⇢0 are the explosive and initial air385

densities, P0 is the initial ambient pressure, E is the internal energy of the explosion, ✓ = V/VE , ! = � � 1 and � is386

the heat capacity ratio of the explosive. The coe�cients A, B, R1 and R2 are empirical parameters which depend on387

the explosive’s formulation. A plot of such curves is presented in Figure 18, which is based on the UFC manual [10]388

and the work of Feldgun et al. [56]. For W/V = 0.0058 kg/m3 the gas pressure yields approximately 0.4 bar. This is389

most probably due to the fact that the large relative volume of the box does not favour the necessary heating of the390

detonation products. This is also confirmed by a plot of gaseous temperature versus W/V , presented by Edri [54],391

where a W/V ratio of 0.0058 gives a temperature lower than 500 K, which is significantly lower than the required392

900 K.393
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Figure 18: Gas pressures obtained from experimental data, the JWL equation of state (equation 19) and the UFC manual (adapted from [56]).
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One other relevant aspect to this discussion is the time of initiation of the afterburning e↵ect. Even if reactants

and oxygen are present, a good mixing of these and a su�ciently high temperature will be required to enable the

reaction to occur. This starting time has been suggested to be the time when the first reflexion of the detonation wave

interacts with the detonation products rising its temperature and providing a good mixing with air [55, 57]. As such,

afterburning will start a few milliseconds after the initial detonation, which means that the first shock-wave and its

first reflexion will not be a↵ected by the phenomenon. Its e↵ects on the subsequent internal pressures can be estimated

by using the approach suggested by Edri et al. [54], which considers a shift of the pressure-time history related to the

ratio of the total explosive reaction energy to the detonation energy, ts, as shown in

P(t)shifted = P(t) + Pg(Kab � 1) (20)

where P(t)shifted is the pressure time curve with consideration of afterburn, P(t) is the pressure-time curve obtained394

without considering afterburning, Pg is the residual gas pressure and Kab = Etot/Edet is the ratio of the total energy of395

the explosion to the heat of detonation. The authors reported a good agreement with experimental data by using this396

simple approach [54]. For a full afterburning of TNT this ratio is about 3.22 times the heat of detonation and using397

this approach for a gas pressure of about 0.4 bar the pressure shift is approximately 0.89 bar.398

As discussed above, the majority of the peak overpressures computed in this work resulted from the first shock399

wave and its reflexions. Even if the few second and third peaks that were computed throughout the analyses were to400

su↵er such a pressure increase this would not substantially change the derived results. Therefore, it is considered that401

for such a low W/V ratio the e↵ect of afterburning can be neglected for the purpose of the present study.402

7. Concluding remarks403

The validation studies showed that it is possible to obtain reasonably accurate numerical solutions for confined404

explosions by using the ALE methodology. However, the choice of input parameters is strongly dependent on the405

specific case being analysed. As such, it is still di�cult to define recommendations regarding the input of parameters406

for an ALE simulation of an arbitrary confined explosion. The present numerical calculations were performed with407

LS-DYNA and some of the parameters mentioned are specific for this hydrocode. Nonetheless, in general terms,408

hydrocode users should carefully judge the choice of the simulation parameters available as guidance on this choice409

only comes from experience or available experimental data to compare with.410

It was observed that the direct shock wave reflected peak-pressure at the centre of unvented prismatic confinement411

walls, subject to an internal explosion, can be reasonably well predicted in terms of the stand-o↵ distance using412
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the modified equation (15), which is based on the work of Henrych [79]. Subsequent reflexions are more complex413

to understand but in general their pressure intensity is lower than the first blast. Traditional empirical assumptions414

regarding the decay of the reflected pressure peaks in the enclosure [49] may, in a number of cases, not correspond to415

reality, particularly for slender compartments where reflected peaks tend to be more intense. The angle between the416

stand-o↵ direction and the main planes of the internal faces of the box correlates reasonably with the peak-pressures417

obtained at the corners. It is believed that these angles will contribute to the pressure enhancement e↵ect observed418

in certain cases, which could not be explained by the stand-o↵ or z scaled distance alone. Equation (17) is a fit for419

the maximum pressure at corners. It was found that, for all other locations, a better description of the peak-pressures420

could be obtained using equation (18).421

It was also observed that for pressure analyses the contribution of blast reflexions is relatively unimportant al-422

though results show that in many cases reflexions may show higher pressure peaks than the first arriving waves.423

Afterburning has been discussed but its relevance was considered unimportant for the present study since the ratio424

of explosive mass and volume of air is very small, which means that the detonation products will cool rapidly and the425

resulting gas pressure will be small when compared with the obtained peak overpressures. However, the contribution426

to the resulting impulse may be relavant, although this was outside the scope of this work.427
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